ELECTROTHERMAL FREQUENCY REFERENCE

FIG. 3A

(57) Abstract: An electrothermal frequency-locked loop (EFLL) circuit is described. This EFLL circuit includes an oscillator in a feedback loop. A drive circuit in the EFLL circuit generates a first signal having a fundamental frequency, and an electrothermal filter (ETF) in the EFLL circuit provides a second signal based on the first signal. This second signal has the fundamental frequency and a phase (relative to the first signal) that corresponds to a temperature-dependent time constant of the ETF. Moreover, a sensing component in the EFLL circuit determines a parameter associated with a temperature of the ETF. For example, the parameter may be the temperature or may be other than the temperature, such as the fundamental frequency and/or the phase of the second signal. Furthermore, the EFLL circuit includes a compensation circuit that compensates for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature based at least on the parameter so that the fundamental frequency is approximately independent of the temperature.
ELECTROTHERMAL FREQUENCY REFERENCE

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to a circuit, and related methods, that provide a frequency reference using an electrothermal frequency reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Many electronic devices include one or more frequency references. When implemented using external components, these frequency references can increase the cost, size and complexity of an electronic device. Consequently, significant research has been devoted to implement frequency references on-chip using standard complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. However, the accuracy of such on-chip frequency references is often limited by the process spread and temperature drift of on-chip electrical components.

[0003] Therefore, there is a need for an on-chip frequency reference without the problems listed above.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] One embodiment of the present disclosure provides an electrothermal frequency-locked loop (EFLL) circuit. This EFLL circuit includes an oscillator in a feedback loop. In particular, a first signal having a fundamental frequency, which is generated by a drive circuit, drives an electrothermal filter (ETF). In response, the ETF provides a second signal based on the first signal. This second signal has the fundamental frequency (which is defined by the first signal) and a phase (relative to the first signal) that corresponds to a temperature-dependent time constant of the ETF. The drive circuit may monitor the phase and adjust the first signal so that the phase of the second signal is maintained at a predetermined phase set-point, thereby locking the fundamental frequency to the thermal time constant of the ETF. Note that the phase set point of the EFLL circuit may be adjustable. For example, the phase set point of the EFLL circuit may be continuously adjustable.

[0005] In addition, a sensing component in the EFLL circuit may determine a parameter associated with a temperature of the ETF. Based on the determined parameter, a compensation circuit in the EFLL circuit may compensate for frequency changes associated
with changes in the temperature of the ETF so that the fundamental frequency is approximately independent of the temperature.

[0006] For example, the compensation circuit may adjust the phase set-point in a temperature-dependent manner. Alternatively or additionally, the compensation circuit may alter the physical dimensions or thermal properties of the ETF in a temperature-dependent manner.

[0007] In some embodiments, the sensing component includes a temperature sensor that is thermally coupled to the ETF. Note that the temperature sensor may be based upon a different physical phenomenon than the ETF, e.g., the well-defined temperature dependence of bipolar transistors.

[0008] Furthermore, the sensing component may employ differential measurements involving at least one other ETF. For example, the EFLL circuit may include a second ETF, where the ETF and the second ETF have different thermal time constants with different temperature dependencies. In particular, a thermal time constant of the ETF may be associated with the thermal diffusivity of one material (e.g., silicon) while the thermal time constant of the second ETF may be associated with another material (e.g., silicon dioxide). An output of the sensing component may then correspond to a difference in the temperature dependencies of these thermal time constants.

[0009] However, in some embodiments the parameter determined by the sensing component may be implicit, i.e., the parameter may be an indirect function of the temperature, and the sensing component may include a sensor other than the temperature sensor. For example, the sensing component may include a frequency-monitoring circuit and the parameter may include the fundamental frequency.

[0010] In some embodiments, the first signal is adjusted or modified based on one or more additional parameters other than a temperature-dependent parameter. For example, the first signal may be adjusted based on stress, doping or a geometry of the EFLL circuit (or an associated process monitor), thereby correcting the second signal for variations in the one or more additional parameters.

[0011] In some embodiments, the compensation for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature is based at least on a predetermined relationship between the fundamental frequency and the temperature, such as that associated with a temperature dependent thermal diffusivity of the material in the ETF. Note that the compensation circuit
may also compensate for the temperature dependence of other elements in the \textit{EFLL} circuit. Note that the temperature dependence of the \textit{EFLL} can also be compensated by adjusting the drive circuit to modify the phase of the second signal relative to the first signal.

[0012] In some embodiments, the \textit{EFLL} circuit includes a storage component that stores a calibration setting or one or more trim settings associated with the \textit{EFLL} circuit. For example, the storage component may include: a non-volatile memory, an array of resistors, a memory circuit and/or a fusible link. Note that the one or more settings may specify constant values, such as the coefficients of a polynomial that may be used to modify the output of the sensing component. This polynomial modification may be implemented in the digital domain. In some embodiments, the one or more settings consist of a single value.

[0013] In some embodiments, the \textit{EFLL} circuit is implemented or disposed on a semiconductor die.

[0014] Another embodiment provides an electronic device that includes an integrated circuit that includes the \textit{EFLL} circuit.

[0015] Another embodiment provides a second \textit{EFLL} circuit that includes an \textit{ETF}, which includes: a heater, electrically coupled to a digitally-controlled oscillator circuit, which receives a first analog electrical signal having a fundamental frequency; a thermal path, thermally coupled to the heater, which includes a material having a thermal diffusivity; and a temperature sensor, thermally coupled to the thermal path, which provides a second analog electrical signal that has the fundamental frequency and a phase difference relative to the first analog electrical signal, where the phase difference is associated with the thermal diffusivity of a material in the thermal path. Moreover, the second \textit{EFLL} circuit may include a first conversion circuit, electrically coupled to the temperature sensor, which converts the phase difference to a first digital electrical signal. Furthermore, the second \textit{EFLL} circuit may include a digital comparator, electrically coupled to the first conversion circuit and an input node. Note that the input node receives a digital phase reference signal, and the comparator provides a second digital electrical signal having a value proportional to the difference between the phase difference and the digital phase reference signal. Additionally, the digitally-controlled oscillator circuit, electrically coupled to the digital comparator and the heater, may generate the first analog electrical signal based on the second digital electrical signal.
[0016] In some embodiments of the first and/or the second EPLL circuit the phase difference is represented by an analog signal in an analog loop, and the oscillator circuit is controlled by an analog signal, e.g., a voltage or a current. Furthermore, the output frequency of the oscillator circuit may be divided (or multiplied) before it is applied to the ETF, which allows the fundamental frequency to be selected or adjusted.

[0017] Another embodiment provides a third EPLL circuit in which an analog feedback loop is temperature-compensated and used as a frequency reference. For example, this can be done by adding a temperature-dependent phase-shift either to the synchronous demodulator’s reference signal or to the drive signal of the ETF.

[0018] Another embodiment provides a method for providing a first signal, which may be performed using a given EPLL circuit (such as the EPLL circuit, the second EPLL circuit or the third EPLL circuit). During operation, the drive circuit in the EPLL circuit generates a first signal. Then, the ETF in the EPLL circuit provides a second signal based on the first signal, where the second signal has the same fundamental frequency as the first signal and a relative phase shift corresponding to the temperature-dependent time constant of the ETF. Moreover, a sensing component in the EPLL circuit determines a parameter associated with the temperature of the ETF. Next, the compensation circuit in the EPLL circuit compensates for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature based at least on the parameter so that the fundamental frequency of the first signal is approximately independent of the temperature.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] FIG. 1A is a block diagram of an analog electrothermal frequency-locked loop (EPLL) circuit in accordance with an embodiment.

[0020] FIG. 1B is a block diagram of a digitally-assisted EPLL circuit in accordance with an embodiment.

[0021] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a digitally-assisted EPLL circuit in accordance with an embodiment.

[0022] FIG. 3A is a block diagram of an EPLL circuit in accordance with an embodiment.

[0023] FIG. 3B is a block diagram of an EPLL circuit in accordance with an embodiment.

[0024] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a band-gap temperature sensor in accordance with an embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a timing diagram of transient waveforms associated with the band-gap temperature sensor of FIG. 4 during two consecutive sigma-delta (••) cycles in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a relaxation oscillator in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 7 is a timing diagram of transient waveforms associated with the relaxation oscillator of FIG. 6 in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an electronic device in accordance with an embodiment.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating a process for providing a signal in accordance with an embodiment.

Table 1 provides parameters and performance characteristics of several frequency references.

Note that like reference numerals refer to corresponding parts throughout the drawings. Moreover, multiple instances of the same part are designated by a common prefix separated from an instance number by a dash.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following description is presented to enable any person skilled in the art to make and use the invention, and is provided in the context of a particular application and its requirements. Various modifications to the disclosed embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments and applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. Thus, the present invention is not limited to the embodiments shown, but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the claims.

Embodiments of an electrothermal frequency-locked loop (EPLL) circuit (which is sometimes referred to as a thermal diffusivity-based frequency reference), an electronic device that includes the EPLL circuit, and a method for providing a signal using the EPLL circuit are described. This EPLL circuit includes an oscillator or another signal generator in a feedback loop. A drive circuit in the EPLL circuit generates a first signal having a fundamental frequency, and an electrothermal filter (ETF) in the EPLL circuit provides a
second signal based on the first signal. This second signal has the fundamental frequency (which is defined by the first signal) and a phase (relative to the first signal) that corresponds to a temperature-dependent time constant of the ETF. The drive circuit may monitor the phase and adjust the fundamental frequency so that the phase is maintained at a predetermined phase set-point, thereby locking the fundamental frequency to the thermal time constant of the ETF. In addition, a sensing component in the EFLL circuit determines a parameter associated with a temperature of the ETF. For example, the parameter may be the temperature or may be other than the temperature, such as the fundamental frequency and/or the phase of the second signal. Furthermore, the EFLL circuit includes a compensation circuit that compensates for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature based at least on the parameter so that the fundamental frequency is approximately independent of the temperature.

[0035] Alternatively or additionally, in some embodiments at least a portion of the EFLL circuit is implemented in the digital domain so that the noise bandwidth of the circuit is defined by a digital filter instead of an analog filter.

[0036] By adjusting the EFLL circuit based at least on the parameter and/or by implementing at least a portion of the EFLL circuit in the digital domain, this generating technique can provide a stable on-chip frequency reference over a wide range of process and temperature variations. For example, by implementing the ETF in integrated-circuit-grade silicon (which has a well-defined thermal diffusivity) used as the substrate of a standard 0.7 µm CMOS process, a fundamental frequency of 1.6 MHz with an absolute inaccuracy (device-to-device spread) of ±0.1% from -55 to 125 C, and a temperature coefficient of ±11.2 ppm/C can be achieved, while dissipating 7.8 mW from a 5 V supply. Consequently, the EFLL circuit: may provide a fixed or adjustable frequency reference that is: more accurate than RC and ring oscillators; may dissipate less power than LC oscillators; and may scale well with process. Furthermore, this approach may eliminate the need for external components, such as capacitors, thereby facilitating full CMOS integration.

[0037] We now describe embodiments of an EFLL circuit. An integrated ETF typically includes a heater (e.g., an n+ diffusion resistor) and a temperature sensor (e.g., a thermopile made of p+/Al arms) realized in close proximity (such as with a separation s of 20 • m) on the same semiconductor substrate (such as silicon, which is henceforth used as an illustrative example). AC power dissipation in the heater leads to an AC temperature gradient in the
substrate, which is sensed by the thermopile and converted into an electrical signal. Because of the substrate’s thermal inertia, the phase of this signal lags that of the heater power. At a given frequency, the amount of phase shift $\phi_{ETF}$ is typically determined by the $ETF$’s geometry and by the thermal diffusivity $D$ of the bulk silicon. Moreover, at typical (low) substrate doping levels, $D$ is approximately constant, and so the accuracy of $\phi_{ETF}$ is usually limited by the accuracy of the lithography.

[0038] The fundamental frequency of an output signal generated by an $EFLC$ circuit that includes an $ETF$ may be locked to the phase shift of the $ETF$. Because of the temperature dependence of the thermal diffusivity of silicon, the fundamental frequency is proportional to $1/T^n$, where $T$ is the absolute temperature and $n$ is approximately 1.8.

[0039] Note that silicon is a good thermal conductor, and the output of an $ETF$ is usually quite small (sub-millivolt). Because this signal also includes thermal noise, the noise bandwidth of this type of $EFLC$ circuit is typically very small (sub-Hz) in order to achieve reasonable jitter. For example, a jitter of less than 0.05% can be achieved with a noise bandwidth of 0.5 Hz.

[0040] FIG. 1A presents a block diagram of an analog $EFLC$ circuit 100. In this $EFLC$ circuit, a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) 116 (and, more generally, a drive circuit) drives $ETF$ 110 and a synchronous demodulator 112 (such as a mixer) with a fraction of the VCO’s output. This synchronous demodulator detects the phase of the $ETF$’s output signal. Then, the output of synchronous demodulator 112 is integrated by an analog filter 114, which drives VCO 116. Note that the loop may lock when the synchronous demodulator’s DC output is zero, which corresponds to a VCO frequency $f_{VCO}$ (and thus the fundamental frequency of the output signal) equal to $f_{90}$, at which point the phase shift $\phi_{ETF}$ of the first harmonic of the $ETF$’s near-sinusoidal output is approximately 90°. The $EFLC$’s phase-frequency characteristic is therefore locked to that of $ETF$ 110.

[0041] FIG. 1B presents a block diagram of a digitally-assisted $EFLC$ circuit 150. In addition to VCO 116 and ETF 110, this $EFLC$ circuit includes: a digital phase detector (such as a phase-domain sigma-delta modulator or $PD\bullet\bullet M\ 160$), a digital filter 164 and/or a digital-to-analog converter 166 (DAC). VCO 116 drives ETF 110 (for example, with a continuous or a pulsed signal), and the phase shift $\phi_{ETF}$ may be digitized by $PD\bullet\bullet M\ 160$. Furthermore, the $PD\bullet\bullet M$’s bitstream output may be compared with a phase reference $\phi_{REF}$ (such as 90°) using
a comparison circuit 162, and the resulting error signal may be integrated by digital filter 164 and fed back, via DAC 166, to VCO 116 (which together may constitute a digitally controlled oscillator or DCO 168). The feedback may force VCO 116 to operate at $f_{VCO}$, such that $\phi_{ETF}$ equals $\phi_{REF}$. If $\phi_{REF}$ equals $90^\circ$, $f_{VCO}$ equals $f_{90}$. As noted previously, for a fixed $\phi_{REF}, f_{VCO}$ and the drive frequency ($f_{\text{drive}}$) at ETF 110 (which may be a fraction $1/N$ of $f_{VCO}$, or a multiple $N$ of $f_{VCO}$, where $N$ may be an integer) are proportional to $1/T^n$. Furthermore, note that $\text{PD} \cdot M 160$, digital filter 164, and DAC 166 may be sampled at the same frequency $f_s$, which may be a sub-multiple (such as $1/M$, where $M$ may be an integer) of $f_{VCO}$.

[0042] The result is a self-referenced circuit that provides an output signal having a fundamental frequency ($f_{VCO}$) that is mostly determined by the properties of ETF 110, and which is largely unaffected by the tolerances of DCO 168. Furthermore, the noise bandwidth of EFIL circuit 150 may be determined by digital filter 164, and so can be almost arbitrarily low. Additionally, this architecture may facilitate full CMOS integration.

[0043] A more detailed version of the digitally-assisted EFIL circuit is shown in FIG. 2, which presents a block diagram of a digitally-assisted EFIL circuit 200. In this EFIL circuit, $f_{\text{drive}}$ (which drives ETF 110) may be a sub-multiple of $f_{VCO}$. Moreover, the output from ETF 110 may be converted into a current by a wideband transconductor $gm$ in the front-end of PD $\cdot M 160$. Furthermore, an embedded chopper demodulator in PD $\cdot M 160$ may detect the phase of this current by multiplying it by one of two phase references, $f_{\text{drive}}(\phi_0)$ or $f_{\text{drive}}(\phi_1)$, which may be $\pm 45^\circ$ phase-shifted versions of $f_{\text{drive}}$. Note that while the resulting phase-difference current is dependent on the amplitude of the analog signal output by ETF 110, this amplitude is not important because the internal loop of the PD $\cdot M$ (described below) drives this current to zero.

[0044] Next, the phase-difference current may be integrated by the PD $\cdot M$’s loop filter $C_{int}$. The integrated output is applied to a comparator or 1-bit ADC which generates a bitstream output. This output is also used to select one of the two phase references, in such a way that the average value of the phase-difference current is driven to zero. Note that the PD $\cdot M$’s bitstream output is then a digital representation of the ETF’s phase shift $\phi_{ETF}$.

[0045] Moreover, the signals $f_{\text{drive}}, f_{\text{drive}}(\phi_0), f_{\text{drive}}(\phi_1)$ and $f_s$ may all be derived or determined from $f_{VCO}$ by divider 210. In order to implement $\pm 45^\circ$ phase references with a 50% duty cycle, $f_{VCO}$ may equal $16f_{\text{drive}}$. Additionally, the 90° phase reference may be a
square-wave signal with a frequency of $f_s/2$. This phase reference may be subtracted from the $PD\cdot M$ bitstream output, and the resulting 3-level signal may be integrated by a 12-bit up/down counter 214. When the result is zero, $XOR$ gate 212 may disable counter 214. Otherwise, the counter’s state may be appropriately incremented or decremented.

Furthermore, the output from counter 214 may be fed to a 12-bit $DCO$ 168, which includes 12-bit $DAC$ 166 and a $VCO$, such as relaxation oscillator 216. The non-linear relationship between the $DCO$’s input code and the fundamental frequency ($f_{vco}$) of the output signal may be compensated by the frequency-locked loop in $EFL1$ circuit 200.

[0046] Note that the noise bandwidth of $EFL1$ circuit 200 may be determined by the length of counter 214 and the value of $f_s$. For example, for a 12-bit counter and $f_s$ equal to $f_{drive}/64$, the noise bandwidth at room temperature may be 0.5 Hz. Alternatively, for a 12-bit counter and $f_s$ equal to $f_{drive}/256$, the noise bandwidth at room temperature may be 0.125 Hz. This noise bandwidth may ensure sufficient suppression of the $ETF$’s wide-band noise and the $PD\cdot M$’s quantization noise.

[0047] In an exemplary embodiment, $EFL1$ circuit 200 was implemented using a standard $0.7\cdot m$ CMOS process with a die area of 4 mm$^2$. $ETF$ 110 dissipated 2.5 mW, while $PD\cdot M$ 160 and 12-bit $DCO$ 168 together dissipated 5 mW from a 5 V supply. Furthermore, because the frequency-locked loop was effectively dithered by the $ETF$’s thermal noise (about 2 $LSB$s p-p), the $DAC$ 166 does not have to be strictly monotonic, i.e., the magnitude of any errors in the step size associated with one least significant bit ($LSB$) do not have to be less than 1 LSB.

Note that the $DAC$’s $LSB$ step size corresponded to a $DCO$ increment of 890 Hz.

[0048] Additionally, the sampling rate of $PD\cdot M$ 160 and $DCO$ 168 was set to $f_{drive}/32$, which corresponds to a noise-bandwidth of 0.4 Hz. Furthermore, the jitter in $f_{drive}$ (which equaled $f_{vco}/16$) was about 100 Hz (rms), which corresponds to a jitter of 0.05% (rms).

Measurements on sixteen samples or devices from one batch showed the expected $T^n$ dependency of $f_{drive}$. Note that the spread in the fundamental frequency of the output signal in untrimmed devices was about $\pm 0.2\%$ from -55 to 125 °C. This level of accuracy is comparable to that of analog $EFL1$ circuits, such as $EFL1$ circuit 100 (FIG. 1A). However, $EFL1$ circuit 100 (FIG. 1A) typically uses large external capacitors, while $EFL1$ circuit 200 may not need these external components.

[0049] In another embodiment of the $EFL1$ circuit, the temperature dependency of $f_{drive}$ is at least in part compensated for by ensuring that $\phi_{REF}$ is proportional to $T^{m/2}$. (More generally,
the temperature dependence of $\phi_{REF}$ may correspond to the temperature-dependence of the phase shift $\phi_{ETF}$, which in turn corresponds to the temperature dependence of the thermal diffusivity of the material in the substrate in the ETF. For example, as described further below, in this EFL circuit information associated with the die temperature may be provided by an on-chip band-gap temperature sensor.

[0050] This EFL circuit is illustrated abstractly in FIG. 3A, which presents a block diagram of an EFL circuit 300. In this EFL circuit, drive circuit generates a first (input) signal. This first signal is provided to ETF 110, which provides a second (output) signal. This second signal has the fundamental frequency and a phase that corresponds to a temperature-dependent time constant of ETF 110. Note that EFL circuit 300 includes a feedback loop that ensures that the phase is maintained at a pre-determined phase set-point. A sensing component 310 determines a parameter associated with a temperature of ETF 110. Furthermore, a compensation circuit 312, electrically coupled to drive circuit 308 and sensing component 310, compensates for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature based at least on the parameter so that the fundamental frequency is approximately independent of the temperature. For example, the compensation may be based at least on a predetermined relationship between the fundamental frequency and the temperature (such as a known temperature dependence of the thermal diffusivity of the material in the substrate in ETF 110). In some embodiments, compensation circuit 312 compensates for the temperature dependence by adjusting drive circuit 308 to modify the phase of the second signal.

[0051] Moreover, the sensed parameter may be a function of the temperature. This dependence may be explicit, i.e., the parameter may be the temperature, and sensing component 310 may include a temperature sensor that is thermally coupled to ETF 110. Note that the temperature sensor may be based upon a different physical phenomenon than the ETF. For example, as described further below with reference to FIG. 3B, the temperature sensor may be a band-gap temperature sensor. However, as known to one of skill in the art, a wide variety of temperature sensors may be used, such as a calibrated resistor or a metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET).

[0052] Furthermore, the temperature sensor may employ differential measurements involving at least one other ETF. For example, EFL circuit 300 may include optional ETF 314 electrically coupled to drive circuit 308, where ETF 110 and optional ETF 314 have different
thermal time constants with different temperature dependencies. In particular, a thermal time constant of \textit{ETF} 110 may be associated with a semiconductor (such as a semiconductor in a thermal path), and a thermal time constant of optional \textit{ETF} 314 may be associated with an oxide (such as an oxide in a thermal path). Note that an output of temperature sensor may correspond to a difference in the temperature dependencies of the thermal time constants of \textit{ETF} 110 and optional \textit{ETF} 314.

[0053] However, in some embodiments the dependence may be implicit, \textit{i.e.}, the parameter may be other than the temperature, and sensing component 310 may include a sensor other than the temperature sensor. For example, sensing component 310 may include a frequency-monitoring circuit, and the parameter may include the fundamental frequency and/or the phase of the second signal.

[0054] In some embodiments, \textit{EFLL} circuit 300 includes a storage component 316 that stores a calibration setting or one or more trim settings associated with \textit{EFLL} circuit 300. (Note that the calibration setting may include values derived by comparing the output of the \textit{EFLL} with a reference, and the trim settings may include values that describe adjustments to the circuit so as to reduce errors. In the discussion, the meaning of `calibration setting’ is broadened to encompass trim settings.) For example, storage component 316 may include: a non-volatile memory, an array of resistors, a memory circuit and/or a fusible link. Note that the calibration settings may specify constant values, such as coefficients of a polynomial that may be used to modify the output of sensing component 310, thereby specifying a gain of this output and/or calibrating sensing component 310. This polynomial may be implemented in the digital domain. In some embodiments, the calibration setting includes a single value.

[0055] In some embodiments, \textit{EFLL} circuit 300 is implemented or disposed on a semiconductor die (which is sometimes referred to as a ‘chip’ or an integrated circuit) without external passive components. Note that a phase set point of \textit{EFLL} circuit 300 (as well as previous embodiments of the \textit{EFLL} circuit) may be adjustable. For example, the phase set point of \textit{EFLL} circuit 300 may be continuously adjustable.

[0056] A more detailed version of the \textit{EFLL} circuit is shown in FIG. 3B, which presents a block diagram of an \textit{EFLL} circuit 350. This \textit{EFLL} circuit includes a frequency-locked loop (\textit{FLL}) and a temperature sensor (\textit{TS}) 360, such as a band-gap temperature sensor. Moreover, the \textit{FLL} includes: \textit{ETF} 110, \textit{PD• M} 160 that digitizes \(\phi_{EFF}\), a 12-bit \textit{DCO} 168, up/down counter 214, and a second-order digital • • modulator (\textit{D• M}) 366 that generates \(\phi_{REF}\).
which corresponds to a 12-bit frequency control word (FCW). Note that TS 360 may include two temperature-sensing substrate PNP s and a second-order \( \cdot \cdot \) analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 362. As known to one of skill in the art, a variety of techniques may be used to translate the digital output of TS 360 into the FCW that corresponds to a target fundamental frequency, such as 1.6MHz. For example, a polynomial 364 (such as a fifth-order polynomial) may be used. Alternatively or additionally, a look-up table, a cubic spline and/or an interpolation technique may be used.

\( \text{As in EPLL circuit 200 (FIG. 2B), ETF 110 may be driven by } f \text{drive equal to } f_{\text{VCO}}/16, \) for example, \( f_{\text{VCO}} \) may equal 1.6 MHz and \( f \text{drive} \) may equal 100 kHz. The output of ETF 110 may be applied to the front end of \( PD \cdot \cdot M \) 160. Furthermore, the output current from the front end in \( PD \cdot \cdot M \) 160 may be multiplied by one of two \( \pm 45^\circ \) phase-shifted versions of \( f \text{drive} \). The DC component of the resulting current (which is proportional to the phase difference) may be integrated by \( C \). Note that the \( PD \cdot \cdot M \)'s bitstream output is then a digital representation of \( \phi_{\text{ETF}} \).

\( \text{Additionally, XOR gate 212 compares the bitstream outputs of } D \cdot \cdot M \) 366 and \( PD \cdot \cdot M \) 160. When they are equal, the 12-bit up/down counter 214 is disabled. Otherwise its state is appropriately incremented or decremented. Note that counter 214 acts as a digital integrator that drives DCO 168 to the frequency at which the digitized \( \phi_{\text{ETF}} \) equals the frequency corresponding to the FCW. In some embodiments, DCO 168 includes a 12-bit segmented current-steering DAC 166 that tunes relaxation oscillator 216.

\( \text{As noted previously, in some embodiments TS 360 is based on two substrate PNP s biased at a 5:1 current ratio. The difference between their base-emitter voltages, \( V_{\text{BE}} \) (a proportional-to-absolute-temperature or PTAT voltage) may be multiplied by a gain factor (such as \( \cdot \) equal to 16) and combined with a } V_{\text{BE}} \text{ to realize the band-gap reference voltage of second-order } \cdot \cdot \text{ ADC } 362, \text{ which digitizes } V_{\text{BE}}. \text{ As shown in Fig. 4, which presents a block diagram of a band-gap temperature sensor (TS) 400, when the } \cdot \cdot \text{ ADC's bitstream } bs \text{ equals } 0, \text{ a set of } 6 \text{ current sources may generate } V_{\text{BE}} \text{ by biasing } Q_1 \text{ and } Q_2 \text{ at a dynamically matched ratio of } 5:1. \text{ A multiplexer (MUX) feeds this to the sampling capacitors of the first integrator in } \cdot \cdot \text{ ADC } 362, \text{ where it is sampled during phase } \phi_1 \text{ and integrated during phase } \phi_2. \text{ Furthermore, when } bs \text{ equals } 1, \text{ either } V_{\text{REL}} \text{ or } V_{\text{BER}} \text{ are integrated. Note that instead of implementing a gain factor } \cdot \text{ equal to } 16 \text{ by sampling } V_{\text{BE}} \text{ twice on eight sampling capacitors, in band-gap temperature sensor (TS) 400 it may be implemented by sampling} \)
• $V_{be}$ sixteen times on a single capacitor. This approach may eliminate the need to use
dynamic element matching for a precise 1:8 capacitor ratio, which, in turn, may result in
simpler logic and a 30% reduction in the area of band-gap temperature sensor (TS) 400. FIG.
5 presents a timing diagram 500 of transient waveforms associated with band-gap
temperature sensor (TS) 400 (FIG. 4) during two consecutive •• cycles.

[0060] Referring back to FIG. 3B, in an exemplary embodiment EFL L circuit 350 was
implemented using a standard 0.7 • m CMOS process with a die area of 6.75mm². This EFL L
circuit dissipated 7.8 mW from a 5V supply. Furthermore, the compensation polynomial 364
used to translate the digital output of TS 360 into the FCW was extracted by batch calibrating
sixteen samples or devices from the same batch over temperature. TS 360 was operated at a
conversion rate of 2Hz, which is in line with the 0.5Hz noise bandwidth of EFL L circuit 350.
Note that the spread in the PNPs’ saturation current was compensated by a single PTAT trim.
Because the EFL L’s spread is also PTAT in nature, both these sources of spread were
compensated for by the same trimming knob. (In particular, two PTAT error sources, one in
EFL L 110 and the other in TS 360 were simultaneously trimmed via one knob in TS 360, and
the result was applied to EFL L circuit 350.) Additionally, because the temperature
coefficient of EFL L circuit 350 was ±11.2 ppm/C, its temperature did not need to be stable
during trimming, which greatly simplified the process. Measurements of sixteen samples or
devices from the same batch show that the untrimmed frequency reference of 1.6 MHz
achieved an absolute inaccuracy (device-to-device spread) of only ±0.2% over the military
range (-55 C to 125 C). After trimming at room temperature, it achieved an absolute
inaccuracy of ±0.1% with ( • equal to ±0.05%).

[0061] As shown in Table 1, the parameters and performance of EFL L circuit 350 compares
favorably with those of other frequency references.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>$LC$</th>
<th>Ring Oscillator</th>
<th>$RC$</th>
<th>EFL L Circuit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply Voltage (V)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption (mW)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology ( • m)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Range (C)</td>
<td>-10 ~ 85</td>
<td>-40 ~ 125</td>
<td>0 ~ 120</td>
<td>-55 ~ 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inaccuracy (%)</td>
<td>±0.04</td>
<td>±1.84</td>
<td>±0.9</td>
<td>±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Samples</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period Jitter (rms)</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Coefficient (ppm/C)</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>±50.9</td>
<td>86.1</td>
<td>±7.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.

[0062] In scaled CMOS, the accuracy of EFL circuit 350 may be ultimately limited by inaccuracy of TS 360 to 150 ppm (1•), which makes it suitable for applications such as Universal Serial Bus. Furthermore, the well-defined temperature behavior of ETF 110 enables single-temperature trimming (as opposed to a multi-temperature trim). Additionally, the reduced dimensions of a scaled ETF increase its output signal, thus enabling further reductions in heater power.

[0063] We now further describe the analog components in embodiments of the EFL circuit. The main analog blocks of the digitally-assisted EFL circuit may include: ETF 110, the PD•• M 160 and/or DCO 168 (which may include DAC 166 and the VCO, for example, a 12-bit DAC that drives relaxation oscillator 216).

[0064] As noted previously, the function of PD•• M 160 is to accurately digitize the ETF’s phase shift $\phi_{ETF}$. Potential sources of error include excess electrical phase shift and residual offset. In some embodiments, ETF 110 was designed to have an $f_{50}$ of about 100 kHz at room temperature, and a lithography-limited phase spread of 0.12° (3•) in a 0.7•m process. This may lead to a temperature sensing inaccuracy of 0.5 °C over the military temperature range (-55 to 125 °C). Furthermore, as noted in the discussion of FIG. 2, PD•• M 160 may include a transconductor $g_m$ and an embedded chopper demodulator. In some embodiments, the transconductor has a simulated bandwidth of 115 MHz and contributes less than 0.01° of additional phase shift at 100 kHz. This corresponds to an output frequency error of less than 0.04%. Additionally, errors due to residual offset may be minimized by chopping the entire front-end. Note that the combination of ETF 110 and PD•• M 160 may provide a temperature sensing inaccuracy of 0.7 °C (3•) and a resolution of 0.05 °C in a bandwidth of 0.5 Hz.

[0065] FIG. 6 presents a block diagram of a relaxation oscillator 600, such as relaxation oscillator 216 (FIGs. 2 and 3B). At room temperature, this relaxation oscillator’s frequency $f_{VCO}$ may be at 16fdrive, or about 1.6 MHz. In addition, $f_{VCO}$ may be tunable over the range 0.8 to 3.2 MHz, which corresponds to the expected variation of the fundamental frequency of
the output signal over the military temperature range. Note that the jitter of relaxation oscillator 600 typically is a major component of the EFL circuit’s output jitter and, thus, may limit the EFL circuit’s temperature sensing resolution.

[0066] FIG. 7 presents a timing diagram 700 of transient waveforms associated with relaxation oscillator 600 (FIG. 6). Depending on the state of the SR latch, either capacitor \( C_1 \) or \( C_2 \) is charged to \( V_{dd} \) by transistor \( M_1 \) or \( M_3 \), respectively, while the other capacitor is gradually discharged by \( I_{ref} \) via transistor \( M_2 \) or \( M_4 \). Note that \( I_{ref} \) may be provided by the cascode current mirror including transistors \( M_5-M_8 \). When the voltage over the capacitors reaches \( V_{ref} \), comparators \( Comp_1 \) and \( Comp_2 \) may feed the SR latch with the appropriate set or reset pulses, which then may toggle after a short delay \( td \) (such as approximately 100 ns). Then, the period of oscillation \( (T_{osc}) \) is

\[
2 \cdot C \cdot \frac{V_{dd} - V_{ref}}{I_{ref}} + td,
\]

where \( C, C_1 \), and \( C_2 \) may all equal 1 pF. For \( I_{ref} \) equal to 20 \( \mu A \), \( V_{dd} \) equal to 5 V, and \( V_{ref} \) equal to 2.25 V, the center frequency is 2.6 MHz. To vary this frequency, the reference current may be varied by pushing or pulling a current \( I_{tune} \) into the current mirror (the drain of transistor \( M_7 \)). This current may be provided by DAC 166 (FIGs. 1B, 2 and 3B) and may be between \( \pm 18 \mu A \), which corresponds to a tuning range from 0.35 to 4 MHz. This range may be wide enough to accommodate the EFL circuit’s expected frequency range plus the \( \pm 40\% \) variation in center frequency due to process and temperature variations.

[0067] Note that the cascode transistors \( M_5 \) and \( M_7 \) may be gain-boosted by transistors \( M_9 \) and \( M_{10} \). This may ensure that the mirror ratio is well defined despite the voltage excursions on \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), and the variation of \( I_{tune} \). Furthermore, the comparators \( Comp_1 \) and \( Comp_2 \) may include positive feedback latches with 50 mV of hysteresis, preceded by preamplifiers to minimize the effect of their ‘kickback.’ In relaxation oscillator 600 (FIG. 6), a major cause of jitter may be the input referred noise of the comparators. Over process corners and temperature, their maximum input-referred noise may be 140 \( \mu V \) (rms), which translates to 50 ppm of jitter at an oscillation frequency of 1.6 MHz.

[0068] FIG. 8 presents a block diagram of a DAC 800, such as DAC 166 (FIGs. 1B, 2 and 3B). (Note that while FIG. 8 illustrates a particular DAC embodiment, a wide variety of DACs may be used, as is known to one of skill in the art.) This DAC may provide the tuning current, \( I_{tune} \), for relaxation oscillator 216 (FIGs. 2B and 3B). In embodiments where the
EFLL circuit’s expected accuracy is about 0.25%, DCO 168 (FIGs. 1B, 2, and 3B) may have a resolution of 0.05% over the EFLL circuit’s expected frequency range. To accomplish this, a 12-bit DAC, whose LSB corresponds to an 800 Hz step in f_{VCO} may be used. Because the DAC is in a control loop, it is typically monotonic. Therefore, the segmented architecture shown in FIG. 8 may be used. In this architecture, the 4 most-significant bits (MSBs) may be implemented using 15 unary current sources, while the 8 LSBs may be implemented using an R-2R ladder network.

[0069] In some embodiments, the DAC’s reference current is 1.125 • A, which may be copied fifteen times by current sources M_{a,b:15} that are degenerated by resistors with a value of 2R. Then, the output current of the unary cell may be selected by switches S_{TH:15}, which may be driven by a thermometer-code representation of the four MSBs (for example, the control logic may provide the four MSBs). An extra copy of the reference current may be copied by M_{a,b:16} to provide a 1.125 • A reference for the R-2R network (e.g., with R equal to 80 k• ). This current may be divided into binary-weighted currents and may be selected by binary switches \textit{SB}_{1,8} driven by the eight LSBs (for example, the control logic may provide the eight LSBs). Note that the output currents of the unary and binary sections may be added in a differential-to-single-ended current buffer (\textit{CB}_1), which may provide the relaxation oscillator’s tuning current \textit{Itune}. For a monotonic characteristic, the matching between the reference current sources M_{a,b:16} and the unary sources may be better than 8-bits (0.4%). Therefore, the current sources may be laid out in a common centroid manner. Furthermore, the R-2R network resistors may also be laid out in close proximity to the degeneration resistors. The input-referred offset of \textit{CB}_1 may produce an offset current on the R-2R network, which may be less than the current corresponding to one LSB. This may translate into a worst-case input referred offset of 2 mV, which may be targeted by proper sizing and careful layout.

[0070] The preceding embodiments of the EFLL circuit may be used in a wide variety of applications, including: intra-chip communication, inter-chip communication, an on-chip frequency reference, a clock source for use in one or more time domains, a server, a laptop computer, a communication device or system, a personal computer, a work station, a mainframe computer, a blade, an enterprise computer, a data center, a portable-computing device, a supercomputer, a network-attached-storage (NAS) system, a storage-area-network (SAN) system, a portable electronic device (such as a personal digital assistant, an MP3 player and a cellular telephone) and/or a non-portable electronic device. As a general
illustration, FIG. 9 presents a block diagram of an electronic device 900, which includes an integrated circuit 910 that includes the EFLL circuit 912.

[0071] While the present disclosure has been described in connection with specific embodiments, the claims are not limited to what is shown. Consequently, EFLL circuit 100 (FIG. 1A), EFLL circuit 150 (FIG. 1B), EFLL circuit 200 (FIG. 2), EFLL circuit 300 (FIG. 3A), EFLL circuit 350 (FIG. 3B), band-gap temperature sensor (TS) 400 (FIG. 4), relaxation oscillator 600 (FIG. 6), DAC 800 (FIG. 8) and/or electronic device 900 (FIG. 9) may include fewer components or additional components. For example, the EFLL circuit may include two ETFs. One ETF may have a small spacing or separation for maximum signal (and, thus, low jitter), but may therefore be relatively sensitive to lithographic errors. The other ETF may be larger for maximum accuracy. During a factory calibration, the two ETFs may be alternately used in the EFLL circuit. Because the two ETFs are on the same die and at the same temperature, the relationship between their outputs may be fixed by the differences in the actual geometry of the two ETFs. Based on this calibration (which may be stored in a storage component associated with the EFLL circuit), the frequency of the EFLL circuit when coupled to the small ETF can be trimmed to the accuracy of the larger ETF. In this way, a small ETF can be used in the EFLL circuit while retaining the accuracy of a large ETF. This configuration may reduce the jitter (and, thus, the power dissipation) in the EFLL circuit by an order of magnitude relative to an EFLL circuit that has one ETF.

[0072] Alternatively or additionally, the first signal output by the drive circuit may be adjusted or modified based on one or more additional parameters other than a temperature-dependent parameter. For example, the first signal may be adjusted based on stress, doping or a geometry of the EFLL circuit (or an associated process monitor), thereby correcting the second signal for variations in the one or more additional parameters.

[0073] In some embodiments, the ETF is scaled to reduce the thermal delay (for example, by reducing the length of the thermal path between the heater and the temperature sensor of the ETF, and thus decreasing the thermal delay in the ETF and increasing the output frequency of the EFLL circuit), thereby increasing the output frequency of the EFLL circuit. Furthermore, in some embodiments, the geometry of the ETF is changed in order to modify the performance of the frequency reference.
Moreover, two or more components in one or more of the preceding embodiments may be combined into a single component and/or a position of one or more components may be changed.

In the preceding embodiments, some components are shown directly connected to one another, while others are shown connected via intermediate components. In each instance the method of interconnection, or ‘coupling,’ establishes some desired electrical communication between two or more circuit nodes, or terminals. Such coupling may often be accomplished using a number of circuit configurations, as will be understood by those of skill in the art, for example, AC coupling and/or DC coupling may be used.

In some embodiments, functionality in these circuits, components and devices is implemented in hardware and/or in software as is known in the art. For example, some or all of the functionality of these embodiments may be implemented in one or more: application-specific integrated circuit (ASICs), field-programmable gate array (FPGAs), and/or one or more digital signal processors (DSPs). Furthermore, the circuits and components may be implemented using bipolar, PMOS and/or NMOS gates or transistors, and signals in these embodiments may include digital signals that have approximately discrete values and/or analog signals that have continuous values. Thus, the first signal generated by drive circuit 308 (FIG. 3A) may be a continuous signal or a pulsed signal (such as a signal with pulses at edges that correspond to the fundamental frequency). Additionally, components and circuits, such as the wideband transconductor gm in the front-end of PD • M 160 (FIGs. 2 and 3B), may be single-ended or differential, and power supplies may be unipolar or bipolar.

An output of a process for designing an integrated circuit, or a portion of an integrated circuit, comprising one or more of the circuits described herein may be a computer-readable medium such as, for example, a magnetic tape or an optical or magnetic disk. The computer-readable medium may be encoded with data structures or other information describing circuitry that may be physically instantiated as an integrated circuit or portion of an integrated circuit. Although various formats may be used for such encoding, these data structures are commonly written in: Caltech Intermediate Format (CIF), Calma GDS II Stream Format (GDSII) or Electronic Design Interchange Format (EDIF). Those of skill in the art of integrated circuit design can develop such data structures from schematic diagrams of the type detailed above and the corresponding descriptions and encode the data structures on a computer-readable medium. Those of skill in the art of integrated circuit fabrication can use
such encoded data to fabricate integrated circuits comprising one or more of the circuits described herein.

[0078] We now describe embodiments of a process for providing the signal. FIG. 10 presents a flow chart illustrating a process 1000 for providing a signal, which may be performed using one of the preceding embodiments of the EFLL circuit. During operation, the drive circuit in the EFLL circuit generates a first signal (operation 1010). Then, the ETF in the EFLL circuit provides a second signal based on the first signal, where the second signal has the same fundamental frequency as the first signal and a relative phase shift corresponding to the temperature-dependent time constant of the ETF (operation 1012).

Moreover, a sensing component in the EFLL circuit determines a parameter associated with the temperature of the ETF (operation 1014). Next, the compensation circuit in the EFLL circuit compensates for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature based at least on the parameter so that the fundamental frequency is approximately independent of the temperature (operation 1016).

[0079] In some embodiments, process 1000 includes additional or fewer operations. Moreover, the order of the operations may be changed and/or two or more operations may be combined into a single operation.

[0080] While the preceding embodiments of the EFLL circuit represent the phase difference in the digital domain, in other embodiments the phase difference is represented by an analog signal in an analog loop, and the digitally-controlled oscillator circuit is either voltage or current controlled. Thus, while the implementation of the frequency reference has been illustrated with embodiments based on a digitally-assisted EFLL circuit, the analog loop of FIG. 1A can be temperature-compensated and used as a frequency reference. For example, this can be done by adding a temperature-dependent phase-shift either to the synchronous demodulator’s reference signal or to the drive signal of the ETF. This approach may provide a simpler implementation of the frequency reference.

[0081] Moreover, while the preceding embodiments of the EFLL circuit output an approximately fixed fundamental frequency, in other embodiments the fundamental frequency output by the EFLL circuit is adjustable or selectable. For example, the output of the digitally-controlled oscillator circuit may be digitally divided (or multiplied) before it is applied to the ETF. Thus, the fundamental frequency may be adjusted continuously over one or more ranges. Alternatively or additionally, the fundamental frequency may be selected
from a predefined set of discrete values. In some embodiments, an array of $EPLL$ circuits is used to provide the predefined set of discrete values, which each may be fixed or which may be adjustable over an associated range of frequencies.

Furthermore, while the implementation of the $ETF$ in the preceding embodiments was illustrated using a semiconductor substrate (such as silicon), a wide variety of materials with a temperature-dependent thermal diffusivity (such as a ceramic or a plastic) can be used in other embodiments. Alternatively or additionally, the underlying principle of the temperature-compensated $EPLL$ circuit may be applied to other physical phenomenon in addition to or separate from the temperature-dependent thermal diffusivity of the material in the $ETF$. For example, using a suitable plastic substrate, hydrosopic effects (such as those associated with relative-humidity changes) or adhesion of a chemical (such as a gas or a compound that reacts with the material) may be used to modify the thermal diffusivity of the material in the $ETF$ in a predefined or predetermined manner, which can form the basis of closed-loop compensated $EPLL$ circuit and, thus, a sensor for the other physical phenomenon.

The foregoing descriptions of embodiments of the present invention have been presented for purposes of illustration and description only. They are not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the present invention to the forms disclosed. Accordingly, many modifications and variations will be apparent to practitioners skilled in the art. Additionally, the above disclosure is not intended to limit the present invention. Therefore, the spirit and scope of the appended claims should not be limited to the foregoing description.
Claims:

1. An electrothermal frequency-locked-loop (EFLl) circuit, comprising:
a drive circuit to generate a first signal having a fundamental frequency;
an electrothermal filter (ETF), electrically coupled to the drive circuit, the ETF having a
temperature-dependent time constant, wherein the ETF provides a second signal having the
fundamental frequency and a phase relative to the first signal corresponding to the time
constant;
a sensing component to determine a parameter associated with a temperature of the ETF; and
a compensation circuit, electrically coupled to the drive circuit and the sensing component, to
compensate for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature based at least
on the parameter so that the fundamental frequency is approximately independent of the
temperature.
2. The EFLl circuit of claim 1, wherein the sensing component includes a temperature
sensor that is thermally coupled to the ETF; and
wherein the parameter is the temperature.
3. The EFLl circuit of claim 2, wherein the temperature sensor is based upon a different
physical phenomenon than the ETF.
4. The EFLl circuit of claim 2, wherein the temperature sensor includes a differential
temperature sensor;
wherein the EFLl circuit further includes a second ETF electrically coupled to the drive
circuit;
wherein the ETF and the second ETF have different thermal time constants with different
temperature dependencies; and
wherein an output of the temperature sensor corresponds to a difference in the thermal time
constants of the ETF and the second ETF.
5. The EFLl circuit of claim 4, wherein a thermal time constant of the ETF is associated
with a first material, and a thermal time constant of the second ETF is associated with a
second material.
6. The EFLl circuit of claim 1, wherein the parameter is a function of the temperature.
7. The EFLl circuit of claim 1, wherein the sensing component includes a sensor other
than a temperature sensor and the parameter is other than the temperature.
8. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 1, wherein the sensing component includes a frequency-monitoring circuit and the parameter includes the fundamental frequency.
9. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 1, wherein the compensation for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature is based at least on a predetermined relationship between the fundamental frequency and the temperature.
10. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 1, wherein the compensation circuit adjusts the drive circuit to modify the phase of the second signal.
11. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 1, wherein the $ETF$ is included in a feedback loop; and wherein the feedback loop is configured as a frequency-locked loop or a phase-locked loop.
12. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 1, further comprising a storage component to store a calibration setting of the electrothermal frequency-locked circuit.
13. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 12, wherein the calibration setting specifies a gain of an output of the sensing component.
14. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 12, wherein the calibration setting specifies one or more coefficients of a polynomial that is used to modify the output of the sensing component; and wherein the polynomial is implemented in a digital domain.
15. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 12, wherein the calibration setting calibrates the sensing component.
16. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 1, wherein the $FILL$ circuit is implemented on a semiconductor die without external passive components.
17. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 1, wherein the parameter is the phase; and wherein the compensation circuit adjust the first signal so that the phase of the second signal is maintained at a predetermined phase set-point, thereby locking the fundamental frequency to the time constant of the $ETF$.
18. The $FILL$ circuit of claim 1, wherein a phase set point of the $FILL$ circuit is adjustable.
19. An $FILL$ circuit, comprising:
an $ETF$, which includes:
a heater, electrically coupled to a digitally-controlled oscillator circuit, to receive a first
analog electrical signal having a fundamental frequency;
a thermal path, thermally coupled to the heater, which includes a material having a thermal
diffusivity; and
a temperature sensor, thermally coupled to the thermal path, to provide a second analog electrical signal that has the fundamental frequency and a phase difference relative to the first analog electrical signal, wherein the phase difference is associated with the thermal diffusivity of a material in the thermal path;

5 a first conversion circuit, electrically coupled to the temperature sensor, to convert the phase difference to a first digital electrical signal;

a digital comparator, electrically coupled to the first conversion circuit and an input node, wherein the input node is to receive a digital phase reference signal, and wherein the comparator is to provide a second digital electrical signal having a value proportional to the difference between the phase difference and the digital phase reference signal; and

10 the digitally-controlled oscillator circuit, electrically coupled to the digital comparator and the heater, to generate the first analog electrical signal based on the second digital electrical signal.

20. A method for providing a second signal, comprising:

15 generating, via a drive circuit in an EFL L circuit, a first signal having a fundamental frequency;

providing, via an ETF in the EFL L circuit, the second signal based on the first signal, wherein the second signal has the fundamental frequency and a phase shift relative to the first signal corresponding to a temperature-dependent time constant of the ETF;

20 determining, via a sensing component in the EFL L circuit, a parameter associated with a temperature of the ETF; and

compensating, via a compensation circuit in the EFL L circuit, for frequency changes associated with changes in the temperature based at least on the parameter so that the fundamental frequency is approximately independent of the temperature.
FIG. 5
FIG. 7
1000

GENERATE A FIRST SIGNAL USING A DRIVER CIRCUIT IN THE EFLC CIRCUIT

1010

PROVIDE A SECOND SIGNAL BASED ON THE FIRST SIGNAL USING AN ETF IN THE EFLC CIRCUIT, WHERE THE SECOND SIGNAL HAS A SAME FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY AS THE FIRST SIGNAL AND A RELATIVE PHASE SHIFT CORRESPONDING TO A TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT TIME CONSTANT OF THE ETF

1012

DETERMINE A PARAMETER ASSOCIATED WITH A TEMPERATURE OF THE ETF USING A SENSING COMPONENT IN THE EFLC CIRCUIT

1014

COMPENSATE FOR FREQUENCY CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH CHANGES IN THE TEMPERATURE BASED AT LEAST ON THE PARAMETER USING A COMPENSATION CIRCUIT IN THE EFLC CIRCUIT SO THAT THE FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY IS APPROXIMATELY INDEPENDENT OF TEMPERATURE
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